Meeting Call to order 7:32

Announcements

Lila: Student lobby conference first weekend come back for spring quarter. Network with other UC students. Deadline to apply tomorrow night. Free trip brought to you by SUA. Good chance to Lobby.

Carolyn: How many people are they taking?

Lila: Approximately 50 but more than 20.

Isabel: There will be a student of color panel tuesday in fireside lounge 8:30

Mariana: Week of march 3rd is paint the campus purple. Wear purple to support relay for life.

Tyler: Finals week breakfast to take shifts. If it rains we will be in the Stevenson event center.

Christine: Wednesday March 19th. The event center will be open for studying.

Carolyn: New CAO my office in Cowell admin. building. Main job is to oversee student life of Cowell and Stevenson.

Lila: what improvements would you like to see in Stevenson.

Carolyn: Our library needs a new face lift. Ive only been here two weeks but we are looking into new

Lizzie: who would we go to about opening the dining hall later?

Carolyn: We can look into it because is may cost more for meal plans to open he dining hall later. We may also be able to rotate the dining halls to be open later.

Lila: SCOc Porter/Kresge 7th of March Carnival. Look out for fliers!

Lizzie: Lobby core, Everyone is preparing for student lobby conference.
Sam: Porter gave election commissioner complete any advertisement would be given by the commissioner. They can say yes or no without justification.

Edmund: Should we take a straw pull of all those in favor

Yes: 0 No: 9 Abstaining: 3

Sam: Slug Shuttle fee 1.50 per student per quarter for the spring ballot. Sofa there will be an email sent will all the proposed number of we will be funding. Vietnamese student association will not be funded. there outline did not have a proposed budget.

Commissioner of Academic Affairs: 24 hour library fee 4.25 fee per student per quarter. science and engineering open 24 a day 5 days a week. 3 year fee that would start in 2017. Upgrade security to entire building so you would access the library with your student ID. 80,000 for ID card entrance would not be part of the student fee but will be supplied by the student administration

Lila: is there a sunset clause?

Vanessa: Yes it will end in 3 years.

Victor: What floors will be open?

Vanessa: Only the main floors will be open.

Sam: if successful when implemented. would you say this would be implemented to the Mchenry eventually.

Vanessa: I would like to optimistically say hopefully if this works out first.

Lila: Safety issue

Vanessa: Your ID card would get you into the library for safety. only funded by undergrads so it will only be available to undergrads who will be using the facilities.

Lila: Sponsorship means it will go to the ballot and students should be able to vote on it.
Sam: this will academically benefit students

Tyler: I think the 24 hours are a little extensive. Maybe extend hours but not a complete 24 hours.

Edmund: Not completely in favor because people in the first couple weeks of school don't normally pull all nighters. Maybe the three weeks before Midterms, finals.

Vanessa: I don't like that we would have to get up and scan ID after a certain hour to activate ID as an undergrad.

Edmund: Motion to sponsor referendum

Sam: Second

Lila: All in favor: 10 All opposed: 5 Abs: 0

Edmund: Israeli Consul General council coming one of 7 in world to host a semi formal night. Have to reserve a spot and RSVP by Feb 24th at 5pm. to accept your invitation.

Christine: I am directly looking into furniture for the library. We need to get facility electrician to scope out and give estimate.

Lila: are we looking in having a fundraiser for this?

Christine: that is up to you guys of how and if you want to fundraise. You could also focus senior gift towards Stevenson library.

Mariana: If you want to fundraise don't go in front of the Quarry. because they need to need to know every detail of what you are doing to fundraise.

Christine: we are also looking into funding from the Alumni of Stevenson.

Tyler: David and I have discussed moving events to the beginning of next quarter to build a community of house wars. We are also talking about a sadie Hawkins dance.

Neo: I find this Hetero- normative.
Tyler: I like that and we can change that.

Isabel: I have proposal for core council to go back to the colleges.

Lila: They are being held up at Porter.

Isabella: Asking for two numbers 1140 or 2130 for relay for life to keep OPERS open later.

Lila: all in favor funding Relay the higher amount: 8 no: 0 Abs:1

Isabella: The next is the vagina monologues 1400 or 1600 they are asking 3000

Lila: all in favor of finding higher amount 13 no: 0 Abs: 0

Isabel: African american appreciation day of the Divine nine sorority 1550 or 2042.50 they are requesting 3000

Gahandi: Motion to go through and let Isabel use her discretion on funding unless we find that we really do not support their funding.

Isabel: Gamma Phi Beta is asking us to fund their rush week.

Lila: We should put a stipulation on how they fund their events so that is applies to the university as a whole and not only the sorority.

Tyler: motion to adjourn

Sam: second

Lila: meeting adjourned 8:56